
RGBSABER MANUAL

WARNING
This toy is not suitable for children under 13 years. 

Children under the age of 16 years should always be supervised by an adult to prevent injuries.

Always act responsible, safe and respectful.

Fully Charge Saber Before Operating!

Use ONLY Included Cable with 5V Wall Charger

THE FIGHT FOR THE FATE OF THE GALAXY WAITS FOR YOU. WILL 

YOU FIGHT FOR FREEDOM OR DOMINATION? 

JEDI OR SITH? YOU DECIDE.

MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU!!!

Electronics kit and empty hilt available for DIY and OEM service

USER GUIDE

To wake the lightsaber:

Hold down power button for 1 seconds. A sound will play and the light ring around the power button will
illuminate. The saber is now in awake mode. 

Awake mode operation:
Pressing the power button will turn the blade on and activate sounds and effects. 

When the blade is lit, the power button operates thusly:



When the blade is off, but the saber is powered on the power button operates thusly:

At any time holding the power button for 10 seconds will put the Saber into sleep mode.

The Saber will also turn on sleep mode if it has been sat idle for 10 minutes  

Sleep mode operation:

When the saber is in sleep mode there will be no lights or sounds to preserve battery power. 

Features

- Strong enough for medium to heavy dueling. Has flash-on-clash effect for realistic saber duels

- Ultra loud sound volume and bright LED lights 

- Removable blade: use the provided tool to loosen the screws in the hilt 

BUTTON PRESS BUTTON LED ACTION

Tap Blaster Deflection

Hold 0.5 second LED flashes once Saber Lock-Up

Hold 1 second LED flashes twice

Cycle Rainbow Blade colours - 
when the desired colour is 
reached - tap the button to set 
colour

Hold 1.5 seconds LED flashes 3 times

Cycle Solid Blade Colours - 
when the desired colour is 
reached - tap the button to set 
colour

Hold 2 seconds LED flashes 4 times Powers off the blade

BUTTON PRESS LED ACTION

Hold 0.5 second LED flashes once Cycle volume settings

Hold 1 second LED flashes twice
Select a new light effect (goes 
through stable, unstable and 
pulse)

Hold 1.5 seconds LED flashes 3 times Select a New Sound Font



- This saber has infinitely variable colors to choose from 

- Sensitive swing and clash sounds like a “real“ lightsaber 

- Can connect two sabers directly into one double bladed saber（Remove one pommel）

- The saber have battery reverse connection, charging and discharging protection

- Playing and charging time take around 4 hours. Please use 5V wall charger or devices with USB port to
charge

- Removable electronics kit, please ensure that all the screws are not loose and use the tools to tighten
them if needed

Troubleshooting

Issue 1 - Saber has no sound

Saber may be in mute mode. Turn off the saber, then hold the button for 0.5 seconds to change sound 
volume.

Issue 2 - Saber does not light up at all, or has no swing or clash sounds

Charge the battery for one hour, as this is likely a low battery issue. Removing and reinstalling the battery 
may fix it if the issue is not related to charge.

 


